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KIMANI

“Kimani,” calls Grandmother, “help me light the fire.” I glance over to see her hunched
over, bending slightly toward the small stone stove. She looks old, tired, and frail as she
lays the small logs onto the dirt floor for me to stack and light.
My younger brother, Samuel and sister, Peris are spinning an old discolored plastic
bottle on a stick as they sit cross-legged on the woven grass mat in the corner. It’s just
the four of us since we lost our parents to a deadly disease. Our home is tiny, made
from mud, straw, and covered with a rusty corrugated-tin roof. The single room that is
our house is just big enough for all of us: I sleep in one corner next to Sammy and Peris
while Grandmother sleeps on the other side.The stone stove is all that separates us.
Following Grandmother’s orders, I kneel on both knees before the stove. First, I light the
tiny twigs. As the flames start to fan, I begin carefully adding the logs so that
Grandmother can prepare a piece of goat meat and rice for dinner. There is enough
food for tonight and maybe a little leftover for tomorrow, giving me the freedom to do
what I enjoy most: exploring the river banks.
With the first rays of light peeking through the crack in the worn wood door, I spring to
my feet and head out toward the river. My bare feet grip the packed dirt as I run, leaping
over stones and small logs. A short jog lands me near my faithful lookout tree— a giant
Baobab with a trunk the size of our home. Climbing onto the low thick branch, I cling to
the tree like a leopard. Its sturdy branches are spaced perfectly for a thirteen year old
with long legs to navigate. Climbing my way to the top of the tall tree gives me a
snapshot of what the day ahead will look like. The blue ceilingless sky hangs like an
artist’s canvas upon which the animated clouds paint their stories. They are telling the
stories of Africa, where herds of wildebeest, giraffes, leopards, cheetahs, and lions run
wild through the prairies as groups of children play nearby in the river.
I shimmy down the smooth bark of the broad tree and land near the mud-packed
riverbank where prints of the animals leave their signatures.The slightest imprint
captures my curiosity. Without a second thought, I follow them until their stories fade
with the clouds. This is my favorite way to spend the morning. I love exploring, digging,
and climbing. But I also love learning at school, which is where I would like to go

tomorrow. Yet I am reminded that there are too many days when I have no choice but to
stay home. When we have no food, which is more often than not, I have no choice but
to work the rock quarries alongside Grandmother. I am the oldest, and food is my
responsibility. Yesterday’s leftovers have gotten us through today. But our stomachs will
be empty again tomorrow if we do not work.
Leaving the river bank, I leave my own tracks in the mud, in hopes that the wild animals
will also be curious of me.
Quarry days, like today, are long. The work is tireless; my body aches. It is also
dangerous; pain can be endured but each day that I leave the quarry without injury is a
blessing.I’m always kneeling on sharp stones, which cut my skin, as I chip away at the
hard rock walls with a hammer and chisel. I fear the day I should chisel to deep, causing
the loosened rocks to collapse. Grandmother never complains, even as she balances
the heavy rocks on her head and carries them to the stockpile.
At the end of the day, with weary tired bodies, we head home with just enough money to
buy some flour or rice and maybe a piece of meat. With a full belly I’ll sleep peacefully,
dreaming of great adventures or school the next day.
I wake early and prepare for the long walk on the dusty road to school. Even though the
trek is over two kilometers, the time passes quickly as I hurry to school. My goal is to be
early, because I know my friends will be waiting for me at the gate. And if there is time,
we’ll pass and kick the worn leather football, chasing each other until the Headmaster
rings the big brass bell.
Today, I am extra fast. I arrive with plenty of time to play with my friends. But before we
know it, the Headmaster rings the bell. Like a flock of birds, we assemble around the
flagpole while quickly brushing off our dusty blue uniforms, readying ourselves for class.
It’s always fun to be with my friends. I love playing football, but I am also a good
student. Despite my quarry days, I usually come in second or third in my class, quietly
hoping to become number one.
It’s not just me that must miss school to work.The quarry is where all of my friends go to
help feed their families. Working is the only option, but it will always be better than
hunger. During quarry days, I often see many of my friends chiseling at the rock right

next to me, but the bosses do not allow us to talk. We keep our heads down and do the
work, otherwise the boss will take money from our pay., The hot air gets trapped in the
quarry hole while the African sun bakes the walls like a stone oven, forcing already high
temperatures to climb making my head spin. Friends of mine have collapsed from the
heat, leaving them hurt and without pay. But we all go because there is no way to
escape. We bear the torturous heat and make use of the water from the dirty runoff —a
mix of dust, debris, and animal waste— to keep us going.
The school day sweeps me up in its ease, and too soon, the final bell tells us to return
home. Knowing that I will be in the quarry early tomorrow morning, I decide to stop by
my favorite tree near the river on my way home.
At the top of the Baobab tree, I forget the quarry. Here, I feel free to reach out toward
the clouds. I often sit on the highest branch of the tree with my legs dangling and my
arms stretched out, daring the wind to carry me off. This dreamtime takes me away, lifts
me to the tallest mountain peaks and back to the river's edge. While floating through the
trees of the deep valley with eagle-like eyes, I spot fish darting under rocks and
antelope daring the water's edge. Just before I descend, I find fresh tracks in the sand—
where there are tracks, there are new stories to follow.
The tracks I see today are a surprise. Strangely, they appear to be those of a large cat,
perhaps a leopard or panther. They carry an unfamiliar quality to them, which only
serves to beckon me toward them. They are large, set deep in the sand, and heading
away from the river. I have never seen anything like this in my familiar playground.
The next day, my mind is racing and determined to find the newcomer’s trail. I’m up
before the sun. Grandmother and I have a long day ahead of us, but I will return to the
river’s edge as soon as the work day is done. With my mind focused on the mystery of
the large tracks, the time moves fast. Grandmother says she will buy the food, allowing
me to chase the question I’ve been thinking about all day.
Luckily, the river bank can hold the image of a print in the clay for days. As I reach the
water’s edge, I begin to search wildly, leaving no area untouched; until suddenly I
freeze, mesmerized by the massive deep print imbedded in the dry mud. I drop to my
knees and fall to my forearms. Laying flat on my stomach, I bury my face deep in the
sculpted print to catch any new scents. I’m surprised by the volume of the print; I kneel

to one knee and set my foot in the depression. From the tip of the claw to the butt of the
heel, it doubles my foot.With a pounding heart I trace the trail.
The path twist in many directions, turning on itself, circling boulders and trees until I’m
confused and lost. The winding path leads to the edge of a thick jungle where I stand
still as a Baobab tree, hesitating to move because the jungle is one place I don’t dare
visit alone. But today, it calls me to enter. The thick, tall ferns and soft, sunlit moss feels
calm, even peaceful. My fear fades to curiosity, tugging at me to keep moving.
I stretch my long leg over the border of thick underbrush, trying not to disturb anything.
The path is narrow, branches brush my face but the large paw prints clearly mark the
direction. Random thoughts crowd my mind, still cautious of the invisible cat leading me
through this mysterious forest.
The trees reach to the sky. They’re thick and diverse with a brilliant showcase of
flowers, plants, and bushes lying below. The border line of shrubs and thorns I crossed
to enter are gone; now I’m surrounded by an abundance of sweet, wild berries with
small flowering trees. Fruit trees are scattered throughout the landscape: mangos,
passion fruit, papaya, banana, coconut, and orange trees reaching as far back as my
eyes can see. I have never seen so much food in one forest.
The berry bushes cover the ground between the fruit trees, and the vines cling to the
branches. Full, round, and brightly-colored red, purple, and black varieties sit ripe and
ready for picking. I reach for one berry and a half dozen jump to my palm, some
escaping to the ground. They are sweet and juicy, tinting my fingertips a deep purple.
Next, I turn to the fruit trees.I have to use both hands to pick the low hanging mangoes.
Here I am in a food forest with so many nuts,fruits, vegetables, and berries but there is
no sign of anyone caring for it, just the invisible guard with his paw prints in the mud that
led me here.
 I sit cross-legged on the edge of the path and roll some moist soil between my fingers.
It’s heavy, rich texture and sweet smell convince me to taste it, but that sweet scent is
deceiving— it tastes like any other dirt. I spit the remains from my mouth and quickly
wipe the nasty taste from my tongue and lips. I continue what you’re suppose to do with
dirt and go back to digging. The soil is loose and moist enough for me to scoop a large
mound in both hands, molding it into a mango-sized ball, only to let it fall back to the
ground. As it lands, the soil opens, exposing the tiny life forms within. Worms wiggle
wildly and retreat while shiny fluorescent green beetles quickly find refuge under nearby
stones. I never knew there could be so much life in a handful of soil.

As though a brisk wind whips through the trees, it suddenly hits me that this is not a
dream. I am bursting with excitement and joy. I can’t wait to tell my family what I have
discovered. I pick some nuts and berries and fruit to take home, both to share and as
proof of what I’ve found—for them and myself.
A new world is at my feet for me to explore, with a story unfolding beyond the reach of
the river. I decide to look for more life hiding deep below, so I dig into the soil with a
stick, careful not to disturb or hurt any tiny lifeforms. I meet the guardians as they poke
their little heads up for a peek.
Now, with my hand plunged down nearly the full length of my arm, I can see the roots of
the berry bushes. It surprises me to see how far down they crawl and stretch out
searching for food and water. Deep down, the loose, rich soil supplies everything the
plants need to be strong and healthy. It explains why there can be so many berry
bushes in one small area— there is no lack of nutrients or minerals. Like the worms and
bugs, the plants all live together.
I finish my mini exploration and scoop up the loose soil lying near the hole, gently
returning it to its proper place. While I was absorbed in the world beneath me, I lost
track of time and the sun is setting. With evidence of my adventure in hand, I quickly
retrace my footsteps that lead all the way back to the thorny border of the jungle. With a
large arrow-shaped branch, I carefully marked the entrance to the garden, place my
findings into my pocket, and run home.
I return home to find Grandmother boiling water with some tea leaves. Knowing we
have just worked a full day, I race to her side with a face full of questions. She takes my
hand, patting the top of it while softly cooing, “Kimani, I am so sorry.”
Someone entered our home while Grandmother was getting water and stole our money
before she could buy food. Had I not found that magical garden, I would feel ashamed
for having not been with her. Instead, with food scarce and our stomachs empty, I
distracted Sammy and Peris with stories of the jungle. They sit, staring at me with blank
stares. Grandma is amused, assuming I am creating a folklore for their entertainment. I
am trying to tell them that we have access to plenty of food, yet they aren’t excited or
relieved at my discovery. That’s when I remember the fruit I collected. I reach into my
pocket but pull out only the pockets lining. In a state of slight shock, I don’t understand

why it’s empty. Now I am the one with a blank stare. I expected to fill our bellies with a
feast of fruit they’d never known, instead there was nothing to show, “It was there. You’ll
see. I promise. Grandma, you believe me, yeah?” She only smiles.
I cannot sleep. I toss and turn, trying to see the garden. I know it was real; it appeared
as real as Sammy and Peris are lying next to me. I know this is our chance to escape
the quarries. Grandma would be able to relax; I could go to school...maybe I can even
reach number one in my class. I decide that no matter what, I will return tomorrow.
Tomorrow, I will find the garden and we’ll have plenty to eat from now on.
The night is long and restless.I wake to find Grandmother still in bed,hardly moving. She
has been sick before, missing a day or two at the quarry. But feeling her forehead, I
know she won't be getting up today. Her eyes flutter; she lets out quiet sighs as her
head rolls from side to side in discomfort. I call to Sammy to bring a cool rag for her
forehead and Peris to ask a neighbor to check in on her during the day while I’m at the
quarry working.
From that morning on, life becomes a life of endless chores and work. As the only one
able to work the quarry, all the responsibilities fall on my shoulders. If, as a family, we
are going to stay together and survive, this is our only choice. It doesn’t matter how
frightened I may be; I cannot think of any day but this one.
The village women continue to look after grandmother, brother and sister as I work from
dawn ‘til dusk.My knees scab over, reopen, bleed and scab again.I cough from the dust
and rub my eyes raw.The magical garden fades to a faint memory...perhaps a dream
afterall.
A week passes but it feels like forever.This is the longest stretch of time I’ve had to work
at the quarry. I don’t know how Grandmother does it; it has already worn my spirits
down. My tears mingle with the dust and dry before anyone can see. Not only body, my
mind is tired. I cannot think about the future. I see my friends come and go, working at
the quarry, but we have no opportunity to talk. I miss them; I miss school. I miss the
river bank and my favorite Baobab tree.
With the pain of the quarry, it becomes too easy to turn to anger, to let doubt and
despair cloud my head. Will I ever kick the football with my friends again? Will I ever
visit the garden? It is even real? Did I have a heat stroke working at the quarry and

dream it into existence? And if it is real, why would I discover such a magical place if I’m
only destined to work in the quarry? My memories of sitting on the highest branch of the
Baobab tree with my feet dangling and arms stretched to the sky feels like a lifetime
ago. And the crystalline clouds with stories to tell are now heavy with fear.
The colorless days merge together as I continue to work the quarry. There are no
breaks, no days of adventure,no time to daydream. Nearly nothing separates one day
from the next. Everyday I wake up before the sun. I check on Grandmother, getting her
a new cool rag for her forehead and something to eat if she’ll take it. Then I must tend to
the chores.. I feel powerless as I watch her growing thinner and weaker. Her eyes
reflecting the grey clouds. But I am also in awe of her ability to have done this for long
and to have for us nothing but love.
My long days turn into weeks, weeks into months. The thought of school, my friends,
and exploring the river banks all fades with the memory of my childhood. Dreams are
replaced with worry. I worry that Samuel and Peris may never go to school. I worry that
Grandmother will never get better. I worry when there isn’t enough food and worry when
there is too much, because it means Grandmother has eaten too little. I know this
storyline too well:
I have seen the lives of many of my orphaned friends who have lost their parents and
grandparents. Some were destined to work the quarries; some took to the streets and
had to steal food to survive, and some went to the cities to find work but ended up with
the wrong people who abused them and forced them into an industry that used their
bodies as currency. I worry for my own fate, but I worry for Sammy and Peris’ far more.
Four months go by, long enough for our new routine to feel normal. But as I leave the
quarry yet another day, stopping to buy food before heading home, I swear I see the
slinking shoulders of a large cat dashing from some low bush to the edge of the forest.
But the image is far off in the distance. This is the musings of child, I tell myself, firmly
resigning the garden and its fruits to the folklore my family assumed it had been.
Waking up the next morning, I feel unusually refreshed. I know the first thing I must do
is fetch water, so I grab the empty yellow plastic container and head for the well. When I
return, the worn wooden door is slightly open. I can see an outline in the shadows. Fear
sends shivers down my spine, forcing my mind to think of the worst. I pray it is not the

authorities coming to take us to an orphanage. Trembling, I shift the heavy water bottle
to my other shoulder, easing the pain and steadying myself. Slowly I step forward,
approaching the shadowy figure. As I get closer, the light shifts and the outline comes
into focus. I see a familiar person hunched over, bending slightly toward the burning
stone stove.
“Grandmother!” She still looks thin and weak, but she has the strength to look at me
with her stern, loving smile. She waves her hand forcefully, shooing me away from the
house. Normally, I would never disobey her command but the joy overwhelms me and I
run to her. Gently, I wrap my long skinny arms around her, holding back muffles of
tears. She pats my back, “Kimani, thank you.”
I never thought I’d see the day when I could leave the heavy burden of chores behind
for another day to explore. Without hesitation, I follow her command and slip away,
looking over my shoulder for a second look to see grandmother stirring the black pot on
the stove and giggling like a child.
“To the river,” is my only thought. My legs are still weak but my hope is renewed and
strong. The usual tracks lining the river are a welcoming sight. The shining,white lit
clouds are once again telling beautiful stories. The zebra, giraffe, antelope, and
wildebeest have come to drink. I see the crevices where their hooves have stirred up
muddy water and sunk holes everywhere along the river. I turn to take in the sight of my
favorite Baobab tree, but this may be the first time I skip climbing it. For as I step near
the exposed roots of the massive trunk, I spot the giant familiar cat paws heading away
from the base of the tree and toward the jungle that I entered a short, but very long time,
ago. I’m immediately overcome with joy and anticipation. The hesitation I felt the first
time I followed these tracks is gone. I am in quick pursuit of the large cat and, more
importantly, the garden it leads me to.
I jump from the track of one paw to the next. As I leap, my legs feel strong. As though
the magic of the forest has welcomed me, I pouce with the strength of a big cat. My
steady strides lift me into the air; and before I know it, they’ve carried me straight to the
entrance of the hidden garden. The arrow branch I used to mark the entrance four
months prior is still in tack and pointing as though to say, “enter here.”
Everything is the same as I remember, and it’s brilliant. A wave of happiness
overwhelms me; I crumble to my knees, erupting into heavy sobs. It wasn’t a dream. It
wasn’t a heat stroke; I didn’t imagine it. The garden is as lush and filled with food as

before. The only thing that’s missing are the footprints I left. Perhaps they were erased
by the wind or the rain, yet the large prints of the cat remain firmly encrusted in the soil.
Since my last visit to this magical haven, the seasonal rains have come and gone,
gently washing dust from the trees and leaving the garden air fresh and tingly to the
skin. The largest stone in the garden has a worn hole filled with rainwater. In it, a blue
bird sits, half immersed in its make-shift bathtub, slapping its wings and sending
droplets of water to the thirsty plants below. When it rains, large leaves cup the rain in
the palms of their big leafy hands, suspending tiny ponds above the garden beds. The
green-spotted frogs leap from leaf to leaf, shaking it just enough to create the perfect
watering system. The endless mysteries of this garden continue to unfold. These natural
wonders are telling me secrets; and in my mind, I begin to take notes.
Along the path, the banana trees leaves have fallen into large stacks that are piling up.
I can see that the decaying leaves is creating a smorgasbord of rich food for the tiniest
of microbes to munch on. The rich brown decaying leaves naturally feed life back to the
barren ground, allowing the cycle of life to continue without depletion.
This time, I do not fill my pockets with fruit to take home. The lessons of the garden are
slowly compiling in my head; with an abundance of renewed hope and information in my
mind, I return home feeling more satisfied than ever.
With hope springing forward, I wake up with the sun and start the day by recording what
I’ve learned from the garden in my notebook. I retrace the memorable moments from
my time in the garden. First, there was the large black and white magpie bird that
cracked open a papaya fruit, exposing the treasures of its tiny black seeds. Carefully, I
draw the images of the magpie at work. As I do, a larger picture begins to unfold. I know
now that I need to discover the treasure buried within all of the fruits and vegetables. I
need to collect and inspect all the varieties of fruits and vegetables around me.
Without another thought, I run outside in search of a garden bed to inspect. We have a
small plot of our own but all around town I’m certain there will be fruits and vegetables
too spoiled to pick. My first discovery is a dried-up piece of maize left behind in a old
abandoned garden bed. I Immediately peel back the leaves and pluck off the seeds,
carefully placing them into small groups of five.

To my amazement, the little piles add up to over one hundred and forty piles, for a total
of seven hundred maize plants. I’m certain that I’m onto something and spend the next
few hours searching for more seeds. At midday, I return home with samples of
mangoes, the largest of my collected seeds, oranges, passion fruit, and a big rotten
watermelon that’s ripe with little future watermelons. It’s a great start. I carefully
separate and place all of the seeds on a newspaper and leave them to dry in the sun. It
doesn’t take long since the sun is highest in the sky now. Once dried, I place them in a
corner of our home, creating a safe temporary place to store the seeds.
For the remainder of the day, I decide to visit the magical garden to make more
observations. As I sit on the loose, nutrient-dense soil of the garden, I continue filling the
pages of my notebook. Today, I add the colorful images of birds, bees, and flowers.
There is the big bumble bee, the honey bee, the small wasp and the large angry-looking
wasp. All of the the butterflies blend with the colors of the flowers. And they all have
their favorite places to visit. Some share the same pedals of a flower and some chose
solitude. I make sure my drawings are detailed and drawn to actual size and color; there
are just too many to remember without my notes.
I pay careful attention to what plants chose each other to live beside and remember
which plants need their own space, like the watermelon who needs to roam. Nobody
crowds him because he’ll roll over to create more room. All life, large and small, lives
harmoniously in the garden: the worms, beetles, bees, and birds share similar
responsibilities by giving life back to the soil. While the birds eat the fruit, distributing
seeds everywhere, the moles keep the soil aerated and loose with their tiny digging
hands and feet. The larger animals stay to the paths making sure not to step in the
wrong place, always enriching the soil with their poop as fresh fertilizer. Monkeys swing
and play in the treetops, scattering nuts and seeds in a disorderly fashion. The trees
provide shade but letting the sun’s rays shine through for plants to collect the sun's
lifeforce. Rain cascades from the tips of large leaves, like tiny waterfalls, dispersing
every drop in perfect proportions.
The more I witness, the more I feel in touch with the jungle. I do my best to record every
movement. Before too long, the sun is setting. As I leave the garden, I feel a piece of
the jungle come with me.
I walk home in deep thought and find deep-set prints past the Baobab tree in the
direction of my home, sparking a sudden moment of concern that quickly turns to joy.
During the months when Grandmother was ill, I felt alone and abandoned. Now, I feel

that I will never be alone again. The large paw prints lead me right home but slowly fade
in the dust just outside the edge of our yard.
As I walk up, I look over to see Sammy and Peris sitting in the shade of a large tree,
occupying their time with a cardboard box they’ve converted to a car. The door of the
house is open, letting smoke from the stove escape while the small room holds the heat
from the still smouldering logs. No matter how dense the smoke, it isn’t enough to cover
up the sweet aroma of Grandmother’s cooking.
Tonight’s dinner is beef with greens and ugali. Grandmother calls us for dinner. We sit
cross-legged on the mats and say our thanks for being together in good health, then
stuff our faces with Grandmother’s wonderful little feast. That night our bellies are full.
We sleep peacefully, grateful that her health has returned.
As soon as the sun rises the next morning, I quietly slip outside unnoticed and start to
aimlessly circle the house. I pick up a long stick and begin dragging it in the dry dirt. At
first, the lines have little definition or shape; but as I retrace them, I can see patterns
forming. I use shapes to strategically mark off parts of the garden that’s still just a vision
in my mind. With the sun rising above the horizon line, I quickly mark its position with an
arrow-shaped branch. After zig-zagging across the yard and filling the landscape with
more patterns and shapes, I do what I usually do to get a better view: I climb the tallest
tree in the yard and look down to get a bird’s-eye view and a plan for the garden is
beginning to form. The lines that were still faint on the ground become clearer from up
high. My goal is to mirror the magical garden in the jungle.
Below, on either side of the long garden beds, I’ve created paths for walking that are
just wide enough for someone like grandmother to be able to bend over and reach into
the center of the garden without much difficulty. I’ve drawn a spiral shape that covers a
large part of the yard to indicate an area with plenty of ground, perfect for a variety of
vegetables and herbs. Positioned for easy picking around the perimeter of the spiral,
I’ve drawn circles to show places where the fruit trees will go. Off to the side and out of
the way, I see the squares I’ve drawn that are set aside for plants like the watermelon,
which prefer to roam freely. Meanwhile, berry bushes will fill the spaces between the
fruit trees and the veggies.
I am admiring the garden I’ve envisioned from my high-branch stoop while
simultaneously visualizing the jungle garden. As my eyes dart around the yard, I catch

the faint glimpse of what looks like a familiar, giant cat print. Quickly, I descend the tree.
But from the ground, I cannot find them. Then, at the perimeter of my stick-drawn
garden plans, I spot a single, yet steadfast paw print sunken into the clay. I position my
foot over the track, hovering just over it before letting the print swallow my foot up
completely. The print is twice the size of my foot, which seems to disappear in its
hollow. Without another print in sight, I stand mesmerized for a moment, thinking to
myself that this is a sign of my invisible guardian’s seal of approval. Now, to bring the
garden to life.
With the sun above the horizon line, I feel a new story emerging. First, I visit an old
rotten wood shed that collapsed years ago. Buried deep in the rubble, I rescue the one
and only tool remaining—an old jembe. Its long hardwood handle is still strong; and
though the blade is a little rusty, it hasn’t lost its sharp edge. I sling it over my shoulder,
feeling its weighted balance and my own sense of readiness.
I walk to the edge of the rectangular shaped beds, raise the jembe high over my head,
and drive it deep into the compacted earth. It penetrates the soil easily. Again, I stretch
my arms high, stroking the earth over and over until the garden bed is completely turned
with loose soil reaching as far down as my arm.
For the next week, I spend every morning before school or work preparing another
garden bed just as deep as the first. When there is time, I also continue my search for
seeds. Once all of the garden beds are ready, I gather all of the stored seeds that I’ve
saved and plant my first garden bed. Then I plant seeds in all of the garden beds, until
the entirety of our yard is ready for new life to take root.

Within a couple weeks, seven hundred tiny green maize heads are poking through the
topsoil. Not long after, the sprouts of watermelons, kale, broccoli, green beans, sweet
potatoes, cabbage, and a variety other fruits and vegetables follow. Then the berry
bushes bloom; and overtime, the fruit trees flower. One day I look around and notice
that the birds, bees and butterflies are coming to visit and the worms and beetles have
made their homes deep in the rich soil.
Grandmother and I continue to work alongside each other, except now we hum while
we joyously tend to our garden. Sammy and Peris often hover close, studying the
drawings in my notebook, and eagerly waiting to follow me on the daily adventures to
uncover new treasures of seeds. Soon, they will take charge of watering, planting new

seedlings, and picking the vegetables for dinner. Soon, they will also be able to attend
school.
Our lives are blessed since we planted the garden. We all share in the chores and,
more importantly, know where our next meal will come from. At the end of each day, we
can sleep peacefully, waking up to care for the garden as the sun rises each morning.
For while, it all feels like a dream. We have plenty of food. The days of the quarry are a
thing of the past. Our lives are ours to lead. Until one morning, the sun doesn’t find its
way through the crack in the door. The morning is filled with a familiar heavy darkness.
And my stomach tightens with fear as I poke my head out of the door to see our hard
work in shambles.The garden had dried up and withered.
Fruit hangs low to the ground. The bees and the butterflies have abandoned the lifeless
flowers. Nothing in my lessons warned me about this day. I am afraid to wake
Grandmother, Sammy, and Peris. Just as I am about to turn, I hear a thump at the base
of the tree. Deep tracks cover the ground. A slight breeze of hope gently brushes my
face as I flee, quickly following the echo of a thundering cat running.
As I reach the jungle’s edge, the branches seem to peel away, opening a path that pulls
me in stronger than ever before. I slow my pace as I enter; alert and, searching for new
smells, sights, and sounds. But everything seems to be the same. What am I missing?
I retrace my steps carefully. Growing frustrated, I sit down and close my eyes, hoping to
clear my thoughts. Lulled by the jungle, I doze off into a dream. Suddenly, my eyes jerk
open and I instinctively sit up. I glance up toward the sun, catching the shadows of a
large Baobab tree. There, perched on the thick branch, lay a slinking black panther,
dangling its long lean legs and heavy paws from the branch, relaxed but watching me.
I’m frozen; my entire body becomes instantly rigged, my heart rate quickens. And with a
single blink of my eyes, the panther is gone.
Cautiously, I move to the base of the tree. I climb the thick trunk toward the branch my
panther guardian had been resting on and look across the garden trying to see through
his eyes. I can still feel the warmth of his body on the smooth bark; I position myself with
my legs hanging loosely and stretch my arms out as I had seen him do. In this moment,
I feel free from all fear and confusion. The clarity enlivens everything; even from my
high perch, I can see the fluorescent beetles in the soil and the smallest of bees circling
the flowers. I watch as all of the animals, the care-takers of garden, large and small
parade through the paths. The soil needs to be nourished, and all of the animal kingdom

contributes to the garden’s web of life. I keep a keen eye open, hoping to spot my
elusive guardian, but he has either left or is hidden well from sight.
I return home anticipating that the garden will be withered, unforgiving, and in ruin. But
as I approach, dark clouds circle above our home and offer the gift of soft rain. As the
drops gently caress the flowers, vegetables, and fruit trees, they began to lift towards
the sky, welcoming the needed moisture. All of the tiny prints left by forest animals and
scattered throughout the garden are washed away. The sweet smell of the soil that
once tricked me in the jungle fills the air and tempts me once again. I smile, accepting
the blessing and reminder that the soil needs to be cared for and always loved.
The sound of the rain wakes Sammy and Peris while Grandmother is already stoking
the fire. They poke their heads from the door and find me sitting in the tree. They skip
toward me with joined hands, circling the trunk in a dance of celebration. I scurry down
and join them as we swing our arms playfully, gathering sweet fruit for breakfast.
Today, Sammy and Peris will walk with me to school. But first, we all huddle with
Grandmother near the stone stove, enjoying a healthy breakfast and shared moment of
thanks.
The long hike on the dusty road to school is a time of fun and laughter. I’ll often linger
behind, hoping for a glimpse or another playful moment of hide-and-seek with my
panther friend while Sammy and Peris run ahead, making sure not to miss the ringing of
the big brass school bell, welcoming us to circle the Headmaster.

KIMANI’S JOURNAL NOTES FROM THE MAGIC GARDEN
LOOSEN THE SOIL
1.The soil has to be loose deep down at least a child's arms length. Crops are planted in
beds 12 inches down and then loosen the soil to a depth of 24 inches. This loose soil
lets the plant roots penetrate easily and allows more air and water in the soil.
 ORGANIC FERTILIZERS.
 2. Use nature to take care of the soil. Organic fertilizers take care of the health of the
soil and improve the soil.With healthy soil you have stronger and more plants. Manure
fertilizers include aged manure, manure tea, earthworm castings.
CLOSE PLANTING
3. Each plant is placed so that when the plants mature, their leaves touch. This provides
a "mini-climate" under the leaves that retains moisture, protects the valuable life of the
soil and stops weeds.
COMPANION PLANTING
4. Some plants like to be next to each other. They grow stronger and produce more and
are happy.
OPEN POLLINATED SEEDS
5. Usel open-pollinated native seeds for excellent results. In this way a wonderful variety
can be grown.
PEST CONTROL
6. Fight harmful insects through beneficial insects and animals such as ladybirds,
praying mantis, wasps, lizards, birds.
WATER CONSERVATION
7. Harvest water during the season of plenty, use when water availability is being
stretched -use roof water and ponds.Conserve water by (mulching, shading, close
planting).Recycle water for a second and third time..
 WHOLE FARMING
8. Everything has a purpose and can be used to help to benefit and care for the soil.Just
always remember to give it love.

